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Avalon Hill Philosophy - Part 30

Why The Luftwaffe Never Loses

In spite of the fact that the number of loyal A.H. fans grows larger every day, we do not buy as many games as the general public. This means that even when we are wild about a game, it can be withdrawn from sales because the general public is apathetic.

LUFTWAFFE was designed to meet both market demands. The Public wanted something which was not too difficult and rather quick to play while the hard core wanted unlimited realism and a longer game. The General public will play only a certain number of games. The Tournament game. But the Tournament game is merely a transitional vehicle to teach the advanced game and all its options.

We did not expect the hard core to stop with the tournament or Advanced games or to FREEZE them into the formats used for initial presentation. This is why we opened the door to experimentation with paragraph A of the OPTIONAL GAMES section. We know that the Advanced and Tournament games are balanced for players who don't play too often. Naturally, those who play frequently discover ways to achieve superiority which will not be learned by the general public who plays occasionally. These are the true fans who have learned to make the Luftwaffe unbeatable. Here's why this is possible.

The Germans win because the game is too accurate! How is that for a rapid fire contradiction? Goering ordered his fighters to ignore American fighter escorts and concentrate on the bombers only. If the German player was forced to abide by Goering's orders in the game, there would be a different outcome. (To play out this situation, close escort fires first at attacking fighters and extracts casualties before the surviving attackers may trade shots with the bombers.) Because such a foolhardy tactic puts the German at a decided disadvantage, we wrote the rules so that it would be impossible for the German to ignore the escort. We couldn't see any point in forcing the German player to limit his tactical options to loose tactics. Players who rack up a high score (or losses) are less likely to find the Luftwaffe unbeatable. This is why some longer game was wanted by the Luftwaffe players.

The Investigators, almost to a man, determined that play balance was arrived at when the Luftwaffe never loses. This is why we opened the door to experimentation with paragraph A of the OPTIONAL GAMES section. We know that the Advanced and Tournament games are balanced for players who don't play too often. Naturally, those who play frequently discover ways to achieve superiority which will not be learned by the general public who plays occasionally. These are the true fans who have learned to make the game unbeatable. Here's why this is possible.

The Germans win because the game is too accurate! How is that for a rapid fire contradiction? Goering ordered his fighters to ignore American fighter escorts and concentrate on the bombers only. If the German player was forced to abide by Goering's orders in the game, there would be a different outcome. (To play out this situation, close escort fires first at attacking fighters and extracts casualties while the remaining attackers may trade shots with the bombers.) Because such a foolhardy tactic puts the German at a decided disadvantage, we wrote the rules so that it would be impossible for the German to ignore the escort. We couldn't see any point in forcing the German player to limit his tactical options to loose tactics. Players who rack up a high score (or losses) are less likely to find the Luftwaffe unbeatable. This is why we opened the door to experimentation with paragraph A of the OPTIONAL GAMES section. We know that the Advanced and Tournament games are balanced for players who don't play too often. Naturally, those who play frequently discover ways to achieve superiority which will not be learned by the general public who plays occasionally. These are the true fans who have learned to make the game unbeatable. Here's why this is possible.

The Germans win because the game is too accurate! How is that for a rapid fire contradiction? Goering ordered his fighters to ignore American fighter escorts and concentrate on the bombers only. If the German player was forced to abide by Goering's orders in the game, there would be a different outcome. (To play out this situation, close escort fires first at attacking fighters and extracts casualties before the surviving attackers may trade shots with the bombers.) Because such a foolhardy tactic puts the German at a decided disadvantage, we wrote the rules so that it would be impossible for the German to ignore the escort. We couldn't see any point in forcing the German player to limit his tactical options to loose tactics. Players who rack up a high score (or losses) are less likely to find the Luftwaffe unbeatable. This is why we opened the door to experimentation with paragraph A of the OPTIONAL GAMES section. We know that the Advanced and Tournament games are balanced for players who don't play too often. Naturally, those who play frequently discover ways to achieve superiority which will not be learned by the general public who plays occasionally. These are the true fans who have learned to make the game unbeatable. Here's why this is possible.

The Germans win because the game is too accurate! How is that for a rapid fire contradiction? Goering ordered his fighters to ignore American fighter escorts and concentrate on the bombers only. If the German player was forced to abide by Goering's orders in the game, there would be a different outcome. (To play out this situation, close escort fires first at attacking fighters and extracts casualties before the surviving attackers may trade shots with the bombers.) Because such a foolhardy tactic puts the German at a decided disadvantage, we wrote the rules so that it would be impossible for the German to ignore the escort. We couldn't see any point in forcing the German player to limit his tactical options to loose tactics. Players who rack up a high score (or losses) are less likely to find the Luftwaffe unbeatable. This is why we opened the door to experimentation with paragraph A of the OPTIONAL GAMES section. We know that the Advanced and Tournament games are balanced for players who don't play too often. Naturally, those who play frequently discover ways to achieve superiority which will not be learned by the general public who plays occasionally. These are the true fans who have learned to make the game unbeatable. Here's why this is possible.

The Germans win because the game is too accurate! How is that for a rapid fire contradiction? Goering ordered his fighters to ignore American fighter escorts and concentrate on the bombers only. If the German player was forced to abide by Goering's orders in the game, there would be a different outcome. (To play out this situation, close escort fires first at attacking fighters and extracts casualties before the surviving attackers may trade shots with the bombers.) Because such a foolhardy tactic puts the German at a decided disadvantage, we wrote the rules so that it would be impossible for the German to ignore the escort. We couldn't see any point in forcing the German player to limit his tactical options to loose tactics. Players who rack up a high score (or losses) are less likely to find the Luftwaffe unbeatable. This is why we opened the door to experimentation with paragraph A of the OPTIONAL GAMES section. We know that the Advanced and Tournament games are balanced for players who don't play too often. Naturally, those who play frequently discover ways to achieve superiority which will not be learned by the general public who plays occasionally. These are the true fans who have learned to make the game unbeatable. Here's why this is possible.
Panzerblitz Championship Situations

by Lenard Lakofka, President IFW

The 4th annual Lake Geneva Convention is history. The two day event, reported in the previous issue, promoted two major events: the Armor Team Game and the Panzerblitz Tournament. For those of you who couldn't attend, we are presenting those exact Panzerblitz Tournament Situations (Games No. 2, No. 3, No. 4) for your replay. We are setting up the three situations similar in fashion to the way Situations 1 thru 12 are presented in the game. Objectives and forces are purposely printed separately from the victory conditions...

COVER STORY – continued from page 2
that followed by the United States Army. Separate designations were assigned experimental and production vehicles. As an example, the German experimental tanks ordered by the Heereswaffenamt (German Army Ordnance Office) were designated as Vollketten-Kraft-Fahrzeug (full-tracked vehicle) and their prefix was VK, based on a system as follows:

VK(X) 1234, where the initial VK indicated the Vollketten-Kraft-Fahrzeug; the (X), when used, indicated the manufacturer: the first two digits (12) indicated the weight classification in tons; and the last two digits (34) the prototype number assigned that series. Thus the VK 4501 was a 45 ton experimental tank and the first (01) of that development series.

Near the end of World War II another system was adopted in which the VK prefix was dropped and the experimental vehicles indicated by the prefix “E” and a series of digits, indicating the weight of the vehicle in tons. When the vehicle was standardized and adapted for service use, its designation was changed to Sonders Char-Fahrzeug (Sd. Kfz.) and a serial number assigned. Along with this designation, the tanks were also noted as Panzerkampfwagens (Pz. Kpfw.), such as the series Pz. Kpfw. I, II, and III.

Half-track vehicles all had model designations starting with the letters “HK” followed by a number. The basic chassis designation for such vehicles was Zugfahrer Wagen (Z.W.).

The self-propelled artillery were called Selbstfahrlafette, abbreviated Sf. or Sfz. Dependent on the anti-tank vehicles' tactical mission, these were called Panzerjagerkanone (Pjk.) or Panzerabwehrkanone (Pak.). Some tank hunters or anti-tank vehicles were also called Panzerjagers (Pz.Jag.) with the gun carriages, Geschutzwagen (G.W.) The assault guns were called Sturmkanone (S.K.)

This nomenclature was developed from the actual German names and was typical of their custom of combining root words to form a new word. Thus, where Panzer referred to armor, Jager meant hunter, Wagen meant wagon or vehicle, and Kampf meant war; the Panzerkampfwagen (Pz.Kpfw.) was an armored war wagon.

POINT SYSTEM (Victory Conditions)

Game No. 2: Give the Russian one point for each German infantry or armor unit destroyed plus these points for hill tops captured by undispersed Russian units or through which the Russian was the last to pass: 104, 126, 107 1 point each; 129, 132 2 pts. each; 109, 127, 130 3 pts. each; 135, 125 4 pts. each. Give the German one point for each Russian infantry for armor unit destroyed. (do not count wagons, ½ tracks, or trucks).

Decisive German victory: Russian with 6 pts. or less

Tactical German victory: Russian with 10 pts. or less

Marginal German victory: Russian with 15 pts. or less

Marginal Russian victory: Russian with 19 pts. or less

Tactical Russian victory: Russian with 23 pts. or less

Decisive Russian victory: Russian with 24 pts. or more
PANZERBLITZ Tournament Game No. 2  
Objective: Capture as many hill tops as you can, give preference to the ones on board one, but hills on boards 2 and 3 are of value. Keep track of each hill you capture and of each unit you lose, for losses count fighting units only - do not count trucks and wagons in the loss column. Your opponent is keeping a similar list. At the end of turn two compare lists. If there is any argument as to hill ownership CALL A JUDGE! The specific point value of hills is known only by the Judge. Avoid excessive losses.

Forces: 2 engineers, 2 recon., 2 guards, 2 rifle, 6 wagons, 3 trucks, 2 SU 76, 2 SU 85, 2 SU 100, 2 KV 85, 2 JSU 122, 1 SU 152, 1 T34/85. Russian may enter on the two roads of the north edge of board three or the farthest west road on board 1.

PANZERBLITZ Tournament Game No. 3  
Objective: prevent German infiltration of this area and exiting from south edge of board. Avoid excessive losses.

Forces: Set up Board one only: 3 rifle, 1 SMG, 1 120mm mort., 2 76mm AT, 3 trucks, 2 T34/76; 1 T34/85. Board two only: 2 fortifications, 2 minefields, 2 guards, 1 120mm mortar, 2 SU 100, 2% tracks. Keep track of all ARMOR that you lose and all infantry units (including mortars and AT groups).

PANZERBLITZ Tournament Game No. 4  
12 turns

Objective: push the German back to the far eastern board, or reduce total German armor forces significantly with proportional losses. Keep track of each armor unit lost, count JSU, SU, KV, JS, and T34 only. Keep track of each armor unit that enters the far east panel and is still there at the end of turn 12 in fighting position (not dispersed).

Forces: Enter on all roads on far western edge. 2 57mm AT, 1 120mm mort., 1 122mm how, 2 engineers, 6 rifle, 2 guards, 4 wagons, 2 trucks, 2% tracks, 2 SU 122, 2 SU 100, 6 T34/85, 2 JS II, 2 JS III, 2 KV 85, 2 SU 85.

Game No. 3:  Russian points: one per German ARMOR unit destroyed or dispersed in turn no. 12. German points: one per Russian ARMOR unit destroyed or dispersed in turn no. 12. 3 points for each German armor unit south off edge of board.

Decisive German victory: German has 18 points or more
Tactical German victory: German has 13 points-17 points
Marginal German victory: German has 8 points-12 points
Marginal Russian victory: German has 3 points-7 points
Tactical Russian victory: German with zero-2 points or Russian with 1-2 points
Decisive Russian victory: Russian with 3 or more points.

Game No. 4:  German points: one point for each Russian ARMOR unit destroyed or dispersed in turn no. 12. 3 points for each German armor unit on the far west board. 4 points for German armor unit on the far west board no. 1; 2 pts. each for German armor units on the eastern board no. 1.

Russian points: one point for EACH GERMAN ARMOR unit destroyed or dispersed in turn no. 12; 4 points each for German armor unit in far eastern board; 3 points for each armor unit in eastern board no. 1; 2 points for each armor unit in western board no. 1.

Only in Situation No. 3 have we altered from the original Lake Geneva script: here, it is extended to 12 turns; and one Russian T34/85 has been added. Otherwise, you will be playing exactly as if participating in the Lake Geneva championships.

Here is how each side fared during the championships:
Situation No. 2 produced 4 Russian and 4 German winners; Situation No. 3 produced 3 Russian and 1 German winner; and Situation No. 4 produced 1 Russian and 1 German winner.

For readers interested in more complete details on the championship series, and IFW information in particular, I invite your continued correspondence.

Lenard Lakofka, President
International Federation of Wargaming
1806 N. Richmond
Chicago, Illinois
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Bismarck by Mail
by Alan Augenbraun

Although face-to-face competition is undoubtedly more exciting and faster-paced than play-by-mail, not every wargamer has the time or energy available for the many hours (or days) necessary to complete most wargames when played in person.

Avalon Hill fortunately recognized this problem and wisely provided PBM systems for most of its wargame line. It is no mere coincidence that the most popular wargames are also those which are playable by mail and hence most widely played.

I believe that almost any wargame can be successfully adapted to play-by-mail. This article, hopefully the first of others to come in the near future, is devoted to the game of Bismarck and its adaptation to play-by-mail. Bismarck, one of the three Avalon Hill naval games, contains the standard naval wargame elements of strategic search and tactical maneuvering while it is both short and simple to play.

The rules that follow give the step-by-step PBM procedure for the game. Unless otherwise specified, all AH rules for Bismarck remain in effect.

AREA SEARCH:
Step 1: In their respective homes, both the red (German) and the blue (British) players move their ship counters on the search board. This starts the game.
Step 2: On a postcard, Blue lists the areas in which his counters lie and which he wishes to "call out." Blue mails this postcard to Red.
   a) If the Bismarck is not in any of the listed areas, Red so informs Blue, and play reverts to Step 1.
   b) If the Bismarck is in a listed area, play proceeds to Zone Search.

ZONE SEARCH:
Step 3: On a postcard, Blue lists the zones of the Bismarck's area in which he has his ship counters. Blue must also indicate what type of ship(s) he has in each zone.
Step 4: When Red receives the postcard, he informs Blue of the results of his Zone Search.
   a) If the Bismarck's exact zone is not listed Red has not been "sighted." Play reverts to Area Search, Step 1.
   b) If the Bismarck's exact zone is listed, Red has been sighted.
      1. If sighted by a carrier or cruiser, Red must inform Blue of the Bismarck's exact zone location. Play then reverts to Area Search, Step 1.
      2. If sighted by a battleship, play proceeds to Battle.

BATTLE PROCEDURE:
Step 5: In their respective homes, Red places the Bismarck battle counter in the middle square of the Battle Board, and Blue places the counters for each of his ships that sighted the Bismarck in the Zone Search on any of the outer squares on the Battle Board. (NOTE: For purposes of unit
location, label the northernmost squares of the Battle Board from "A" in the northwest corner to "G" in the northeast corner. Next, label the sidemost squares from 1 to 7, starting with "1" in the northwest corner and finishing with "7" in the southwest corner. Using this grid coordinate system, the center square in which the Bismarck starts is D-4. The southeast square which contains the stern portion of the ship illustration is thus G-6; ship facings must be indicated by noting the bearings after the square coordinates, e.g., "G-4, NE," as in the accompanying diagram.

Step 6: Blue records his ship movement on a postcard and sends it to Red.

Step 7: Red records the Bismarck's movement on a postcard. He also indicates his salvo count, listing one stock for each salvo. If more than one target is involved, Red must indicate exactly what ships he is firing at.

Step 8: Blue records the results of Red's attack. He also indicates the British salvo count and lists one stock for each salvo.

Step 9: Red records the results of Blue's attack. Steps 5 through 9 are then repeated until the Bismarck or the British ships are sunk or until a withdrawal occurs through Chance Table play.

CHANCE TABLES:

Search Board: If Blue has failed to locate the Bismarck, he has the option of playing the Chance Table. To save game time and unnecessary postage, Blue may indicate on his Area or Zone Search moves whether he wishes to play the Chance Table in the event that he does not locate the Bismarck. Thus, in Step 2-a of the Area Search or Step 4-a of the Zone Search, Red would also inform Blue of the results of Blue's Chance Table play, if any.

If Blue does not wish to play the Chance Table, Red may elect to do so. In this case, when Red informs Blue of the negative results of Blue's search, Red also lists a stock for the Chance Table. When Blue sends his next search move, he informs Red of the results of the Chance Table play.

...there never was a body of 15,000 men who could make that attack successfully.

by Paul McBrearty

Being a Civil War "buff" (I dislike that word; let us say "historian") from my earliest days, and more recently an Avalon-Hill nut (here, there is no more appropriate word) — I went into the play of Gettysburg with interest, excitement, and enthusiasm. And thinking back on the few games I've gotten into compared with the more experienced Lees and Meades of the country, I can say that the game was well worthwhile.

I read an article not too long ago by Mr. Augenbraun, (Vol. 8, No. 1), which attempted to remedy the defects in the game he felt existed concerning victory conditions. I felt these same weaknesses and was moved to take pen in hand and make a modest attempt myself to help clear up the question, I may at times criticize Mr. Augenbraun's work, but I am under no illusions as to the difficulty of preparing an article containing both valid and workable solutions to the wargamer's problems. Perhaps this article will only serve to fuel the furnaces of discontent and offer no real answers. I hope to at least encourage interest and invite more worthy contributions from others.

It was nearing dusk for the second day upon the field and I, as Union Commander studied my surviving men, who were many, in their positions on the Round Tops, along Cemetery Ridge, and on Cemetery Hill. In short, I had my artillery up and my postion was classically excellent. My brother, posing the past hour as Robert E. Lee and dedicated to the proposition that all Yankees were skunks, had retained the best part of his army, losing perhaps in vital quality what I lost in expendable numbers during the first two day's fighting. He sat along Seminary Ridge. According to the rules, the South had to take the initiative and attack or be lost. This would mean suicide for my brother with his relatively weaker force. I threw caution to the winds and told my brother he wouldn't have to knock himself out against my position for I would attack him, and have him whipped, I thought to myself, in short time.

To get to the point, I went through a Pickett's Charge in reverse, losing my men, the battle, and lengthening the war for years. I was certain my forces were adequate enough to have overwhelmed my brother's line and beaten him if not easily, at least decisively. But I lost.

As I mentioned earlier, Mr. Augenbraun offered some changes in the game which would have called for a Northern offensive. He failed to define what exactly an offensive consists of, but in any event he suggested with the intention of depriving the Union of the option of sitting upon his defenses and forcing the South to attack as per the rules. Both sides would be induced to attack, and any other situation that did not result in elimination of one force or the other, would be considered a draw. His other examples of cut-and-mouse play are highly improbable if not ridiculous and should be dismissed on that account.

It is true that the South carries a burden in the game that it must attack easily defensible ground in the vicinity of Gettysburg. But I maintain this is as it should be. After thinking it over on many occasions I have come to the conclusion that the Confederate forces must use every opportunity they receive to deal death-blow to isolated Federal units while praying that the die leaves them with little or no casualties.

Robert E. Lee was in Pennsylvania to do something. Above all, he had to accomplish some sort of victory. The burden of attack is with these men in grey. If they should leave the North having made no decisive action, their hope for victory in the war has evaporated. Lee was committing himself to a gamble, something he was well acquainted with. Lee's superiors were told they would have results, and some definite victory had to be obtained north of the Mason-Dixon Line to take the pressure away from Vicksburg and the last hope on the Mississippi.

Mr. Augenbraun hinted at a general Northern superiority in arms which early in the game is simply not there. The South has the upper-hand the entire first day. Artillery is the key to that strength. Why Avalon-Hill chose to give the Confederate more artillery in its game than to the Yanks is beyond me. In the actual engagement the Union had more artillery and used it more effectively. Anyway, the South must employ this early advantage to its greatest potential (easily said, I know). I have not yet determined where the balance lies between exploiting this advantage and conserving your units. I shall leave this for others to theorize.

In the game, the defender with sufficient numbers will be able to break a considerable attack upon his position and form an effective counter-attack. This becomes more important in later stages of the game when any Confederate domination begins to wane as Union artillery arrives. The next time I find my Rebel brother perched upon any ridge in a situation that seemingly favors my launching an attack, I will pause, glance at my own ridge position and remembering Longstreet's words remark, "Well, I guess you've got your work cut out for you."
Anzio?

by Norman Beveridge, Jr.

A key decision in the outcome of the game lies with the U.S. player in selecting the first invasion beach. Salerno is nice, and the Allies actually chose it, but that does not mean it is the best site. First of all, no other beach is as far from the objectives necessary for satisfying the German defensive conditions. Furthermore, the first turn advance of invading units could not capture enough of the good defense positions in the Pompeii-Avellino-Auletta-Vallo line to prevent the German from bottling up the invasion on turn one. Capturing the Valle hills does little good, for the German can defend Eboli-Auletta-Sapi, and the U.S. has already occupied the port of Salerno. If U.S. goes for both Valle and Salerno, the German can counterattack and blow the Allied units right off the board. The one advantage at Salerno is the small chance of invasion reaction troops. This does not offset the loss of the Italian units.

Looking northward a bit, we see Naples. HG has the city and good placement of 16 Pz should severely restrict any ranger attack aimed at surrounding Naples. Invasion units must fall to the Allies if they want any chance of success, and an invasion right on the wharves can precipitate a battle very quickly. Probably only a small part of the Rome Garrison leaves the board, and the chance of invasion reaction remains small. The beach is still very far from Bologna, and except for the cramped positions below Vesuvio, this area is vastly superior to Salerno.

Set your sights a bit farther north to Mondragoone. The invasion squares encompass a very important area of German defense. Invading units can occupy a cornerstone of the Cassino line, providing 15 PzGr does not mind too much. Also Naples lies exposed. Unfortunately, so do the initial positions for the invading units, which invites a German counterattack. A 33% chance of German units loom over the area, though the Rome garrison could bottle them up and delay a counterpunch one turn. And the beach is quite a ways from the south end, of which I will speak on later. This site is risky for both sides.

Terracina enjoys the advantage of having no garrison, HG and 15 PzGr flank Mondragone, and the German has a choice of covering Salerno, Mondragoone or Terracina. Salerno and Terracina both have good defenses for the German so 16 Pz usually goes somewhere near Naples. Too bad Terracina is so constricted. 2 Para and 15 PzGr seal it off very quickly. Invasion reaction and Rome Garrison have the same effect as Mondragone. No room for expansion makes this site of little value for an initial invasion.

Termoli or Pescara could work, simply because of the shock effect on the German player. Invasion reaction is very unlikely, but so is Italian help. At Termoli, Foggia falls by default, and at Pescara the Cassino line stretches a bit longer than the U.S. player might like. Slow buildup and IL capabilities hinder the Allied player too much for the German to take these areas seriously.

What can I say about Rome? A lot of Italian help, and 67% chance of invasion reaction troops. Coupled with open positions points to one side or the other gaining a great advantage very early. Paraatroop drop on Rome and a ranger attack force a German counterattack. Italians play havoc with German troops, bonus replacements, and capture of road junctions spurs on the Allied player. Happy 4th of July! Cittavecchia might surprise the Germans and the U.S. player as well. Unopposed landings north of Rome look nice, but lack of defense and slow buildup make this area more risk to the good guys than it is worth. Same applies to Grosseto. These areas could turn out very important as second invasion areas.

Cecina invasion could capture Livorno, but then why not invade the Livorno beach? Nearness to North Italy units and proximity to invasion action could kill the U.S. chances from the start. Also, 94 Inf at C-13 makes a Genova invasion just as untenable.

It of 10 (+3 for paratroop rules*) makes Rimini look sick. Italian units melt away, but the few invasion reaction troops appear. 2R SS and 24 Pz gone automatically, though, and if the invasion fails kiss good units goodbye. Remember that no good airbases fall easily to the Allies when they invade north of Rome.

The choice of an invasion area is tough. If you know what the rest of your strategy involves, pick the invasion area best suited to it. Avoid choosing an area and then looking for a strategy.

Tactics used in the invasion can spell success for a few turns or an early defeat. Often the best idea is to avoid combat on the first move unless high odds are possible.
then the possible losses must come only with a gain of a very good position or the attack is worthless. Most areas have such low IL values that no steps should be risked. Second combat might look inviting, but do not forget that at the end of your move the German can attack you in return. Always keep in mind that the first turn ashore presents the best chance for German reaction, and the invading unit must have some protection. This brings up a very common question: should the Allied player place units in two weak stacks in adjacent positions which the German cannot surround or should he make one strong stack that Jerry can outflank? I would choose the last configuration. The following example shows why:

Allied units in question: 56 and 78 Br. inf. German units available for counterattack: 1 Para, 24 Pz, 16 Pz, HG, 15 PzGr. Other German units used to seal off the beachhead Possible positions for the U.S. units: P-60 or P-61 or both. The attacking Germans can reach almost any of the following squares: P-59, Q-59, Q-60, Q-61, and P-62; also P-60 and P-61 if the U.S. units are not there. If U.S. holds both, German attacks like this: 1 Para, 15 PzGr, 26 Pz, HG against one unit at 3-1 odds. 16 Pz against the other at 1-2 odds. With ERS units in the stacks to absorb any losses, the 3-1 will likely leave a big stack adjacent to the other British unit. If the 1-2 works scratch two divisions. Second combat on the second unit could move the stack down to the beach. I admit that the chances of this are small, but well worth a try for the German. If the Allied player would stack the two together, the attack would be only a 1-1 surrounded. Jerry has much less chance of coming to the beach, although the U.S. player must then extract his two units. Low odds and a greater chance of high losses probably will deter the German from making the attack. He may even find some of his own units surrounded, or the U.S. player may breakout somewhere else. Further IF the U.S. player chooses P-61 for the defense, only 29 PzGr can make P-62, and Jerry might find that unit destroyed and the two divisions extracted. I doubt that if some invasion reaction troops did not come the German could make the 1-1 attack. Big units do sometimes make a difference. U.S. units arriving Sept. III and South End Option units would outflank the Germans and kill him. This is only one situation, and quite a few If's are involved, but I think this illustrates my point.

Another crucial decision comes on the second turn when the Allied player must decide on what units to use for the Second combat on the second unit could admit that the chances of this are strong. Units usually come on, naturally, rather than more numerous weak units. This follows the idea set forth in the previous example that one strong stack beats several weak ones. Some situations may demand a large number of units to cover the positions gained in advance. But be careful. Those rinky-dink brigades disappear fast!

Also I think an injustice is done to the Allied player. If we agree that two is realistic for invasion points, Tanks do take much more room than infantry on the landing barges. But a more realistic stacking value for these units would be 1 1/2. Count this as two for the first unit but only one for the second. A stack of four then costs six stacking points rather than eight. A maximum of five could occupy the square. The difference is small, but it makes a great difference in the usefulness of the units.

Anything an invasion comes in any area south of Rome, exploitation of the South End options could mean the difference in the game. Besides helping to get more units on the board than otherwise possible, use of this rule forces the German to delegate a number of units to a small position, or else he will soon be outflanked and cut off from Rome. They generally have little value for invasions of Rome. They generally have little value for invasions of Rome. I would go either way at Rome. Advance of southern units might force the Germans to abandon Napolii and maybe turn his flank, but it might also leave the U.S. invasion units outnumbered beginning turn three, which could spell disaster.

Breaking out from the beachhead on the line would be totally beneficial. Players problems, including me. Quick expansion through a small hole could leave several units cut off if Jerry counterattacks and closes it up. More often one of the enemy units on the shoulder of the hole presents an easy target. I would not suggest hitting any units at less than 3-1 odds and if I could not, I would exploit the hole, but very cautiously. Often when no hole exists, a small stack or single unit may provide the Allied player the means of creating one. If two such positions occur on one turn, take the one with the higher odds, even if it means moving south instead of north. Jerry's big weakness is replacing losses. Early in the game he can hardly afford to pull units out of the line. The extra casualties you cause by going the wrong way may provide another excellent target on the next turn. Even if a higher odds attack works, take care when deciding to make a second combat attack. Where will the units end up after the attack? And will the results be better if you attack rather than simply moving adjacent and forcing the enemy to attack or withdraw? I.E., can the U.S. risk the possible loss? In most cases, I doubt it.

This does not mean that the U.S. player should play chicken. If a risky advance through an AV hole or around a flank or maybe the chance for advance after second combat would cut off German units and still give the U.S. player a clear field of play. A higher chance to survive, I say take it. One side or the other may end up with fatally crippled units, but either way the German side gets more replacements and should recover sooner than the German. Such a chance is rare, unless the German player is stupid, and then he deserves to lose. A time will come when both sides have lines completely across the peninsula. The German may still retreat in front of the Allied player. Take care that the Allied units do not overextend their forces The Allied player may feel that he can gain plenty of squares without an attack which could cost steps. This idea can cost the Allied player dearly. Besides letting the German have two moves to set up a position, he has at least one turn free of attacks to replace losses. If the Allied player risks only one well-selected attack, he can force the German to continue falling back rather than solidifying his line. Here is where the Allied player wins or loses. NEVER leave the Germans alone for even one turn. He may even take the offensive!

Never have I seen an ANZIO game played in which the German could not form at least one fortress line and hold for many turns. Here is where the German wins. If the Allied player can hit a square anywhere along the lines at 3-1 or better, do it! This may be the only chance for breaking the line without an invasion. If not, pick an unfortified spot and attack at 1-1. Choose the stack with the least steps in it, unless that position is meaningless to the German defense. Avoid 2-1 attacks unless you are sure Jerry is not planning on the German lines can force the Germans to retreat if lost.

Find it! Look over the situation from an unattached view. Maybe a neutral result on the SRT calling for neither side to retreat will leave your units next to a road which any
reinforcements must come down. Maybe the loss of one step will invert a unit. Maybe a one square advance will cut off part of the German units because of adjacent High Appenines squares. If two such places exist, attack in both places. Success in only one of them will cause the German to sweat. The biggest mistake the Allied player can make is to let up the pressure to replace units with only one step gone. These units can take many more losses than you imagine!

But of course the easiest way for the Allied player to break the German line is with an invasion. Terracina or Pescara could break the Cassino line fairly easily if accompanied by a big push in some coordinated area. But if the German has any junk to spare he generally covers all the close beaches. For this reason the Allied player must choose an area far away from the line. Try finding an area far enough away from the Axis reserves to be secure, yet important enough to force the German to pull at least a few units off the line. Roma would hurt the Cassino line by cutting off the major roads. Cititavecchia or Grosseto would break a Rome line because it outflanks the positions and threatens isolation. How much to send in causes special problems. Enough should be sent to secure the area and cause damage to the German lines. Too much might weaken the front and lines enough for a German counterattack into Naples or some other important port. Too little may needlessly lose units and have little effect on the German front.

I think I should end with some comment on Genova. If some opportunity presents itself for an invasion by some relatively minor units which can grab good positions in the hills without combat, do it! Isolating Genova often causes the Allied player to lose if the German gets too far behind he may concentrate on holding the Genova and Venice areas, counting on counterattacks to hold onto Verona to the end and maybe even opening the northeast edge to Genova. Usually the Genoa Garrison units stay too close, plus several North Italy units within 10 squares to make this move practical.

The main idea of this article is to understand human behavior and should be regarded with the greatest suspicion. What a simulation test is not alternative courses of behavior and outcomes in real situations but only alternative courses of behavior and outcomes possible within the framework of the assumptions of the simulation designer. It is all an Alice-in-Wonderland world. Depending on the quality of research and design it may be very like the real world, but it is still not the real world. The outcomes, then, have no scientific validity and suggestive value only in some cases.

One of the least valid attempts at simulation appeared in The General, Vol. 8, No. 2, J.E. Pournelle’s “Simulating the Art of War – Part III.” From the beginning we may justly question whether he is describing Napoleonic warfare or if he is discussing tactics. He insists that a bayonet charge “generally carried everything before it; if the preparation had been sufficient.” It is well that he puts “if” in all capitals. If the enemy infantry were already shattered by artillery and under pressure from the flanks, they would give way. If there were no units available to support them, they would stampede. The charge was not the moment of glory; it was just the unfortunate tactical finale needed to effect breakthrough. Neither was the bayonet much of a killer. David Chandler in The Campaigns of Napoleon asserts that they were best employed at the Pyramids when bent into fish hooks to retrieve Mameluke corpses from the river for plunder’s sake.

Marshai Bagaud described a charge where the preparation had not been sufficient: “About 1,000 yards from the English line the men became excited, called out to one another, and hastened their march; the column began to become a little confused. The English remained quite silent. This steadiness invariably produces an effect on our young soldiers. . . . The enemy's steady, concentrated volleys swept our ranks; decimated, we turned round seeking to recover our equilibrium; then the English charged, scattering the grognards in all directions.

One also has to demur about the pursuit of a broken enemy by cavalry causing more casualties than the main combat phase. During the initial phase of disintegration the attacker’s kill would increase sharply, but the main point of pursuit is to accentuate disintegration, to prevent units from reforming. Their presence was most powerful as an inducement for soldiers to toss away their muskets and packs the better to run away. Such a pursuit, however, could hardly be effected until the whole army was broken and routed, an extremely rare occurrence.

Pournelle’s tentative rules for Advanced Water­loo also leave one with questions. His stacking rule is inane. Armies regularly deployed 20,000 men in half mile squares. At Bautzen in 1813 Marmont delivered a charge with his VI Corps, two divisions of the Guard and two divisions of cavalry in exactly such an area. At Waterloo Lobau, the Guard, and Jacquinot’s cavalry division formed up in a half mile square. Marcegn’s 4,200 man division assaulted Wellington on a front of 200 yards and at a depth of 52 yards. It was a dumb thing to do, but rules ought to permit plausible stupidity.

It is equally a mystery why Pournelle wants to permit cavalry to charge artillery before the artillery get to shoot, nor why the only riposte allowed is a countercharge. Cavalry should be permitted to charge but so as to absorb losses in place of infantry. At Waterloo the cavalry charging the English line were protected by cases and grape until the moment, whereupon the gunners with drew into the red-out squares, and the infantry completed the execution. When the cavalry retreated, the gunners resumed their posts and hastened the horsemen on their way. Even unsupported artillery crushed cavalry as Senarmont’s 30 guns managed handily at Friedland.

Section 7 about headquarters units contains certain peculiarities, but the most glaring is giving a bonus to stacks fighting in the presence of Ney. Ney’s conduct on that day indicates that any units he influenced were led to commit multiple idiocies. It would be better for the French to create a mistress counter and keep Ney in Charleroi with her.

The supply rule is illogical. The French infantrymen customarily carried fifty cartridges on their bodies. By the time these were used up their muskets were so fouled that they couldn’t fire anyway. In a three day span the need for supply was minimal except for the artillery.

The advantage of slightly over-lapping a line is too great; forming front to flank was a standard strategy may work in most cases, but I cast my vote for George in ANZIO.
French Tactics in 1914

by Louis J. Jerkich

French Tactics... is a followup on Jerkich’s fine article in the previous issue (Vol. 8, No. 3) dealing with French Strategy in 1914. Last month, Jerkich told you what to do. This month he tells you how to do it....

In 1914 the Germans have a superiority in the number and strength of combat units which, if used correctly, can break a deadlock and bring ruin to the French. The latter, however, can offset this German superiority by the use of various tactics.

Terrain: In defense, the most important consideration of the Allied Commander is how to make the most advantageous use of terrain. It is of practical value to defend on terrain which you can’t be forced to leave, such as rough terrain, forests, rivers, and ridges. A fort, as long as it holds out, is valuable on any kind of terrain. Unless a square is vital to the French line and replacements are available, care should be taken not to leave units on clear terrain surrounded by any form of non-clear terrain. Units should thus have to lose two steps when attacked successfully by the Germans. For example, units in Belfort (with the forts destroyed) or on GG-25, are very vulnerable to loss.

In addition to these factors the French must secure their flanks and try to form as short and easily defendable a line as possible. In the event that the Germans take Liege or cross the Meuse into Belgium, the French will be able to form a good defensive line from the Antwerp forts to Brussels along the river, then across to the forest square, through Charleroi to AA-14, and then south to Givet. This line can be formed in two turns and should be held as long as possible, even taking a two-step loss on the square south of Brussels to prevent a German breakthrough. The central portion of the Allied line, although short, is extremely important. A breakthrough here by the Germans would split the Allied line in two and could force both flanks to withdraw a considerable distance in order to form a new line. The defense of the center is best done along a straight line extending from Givet to the square northeast of Longwy. French forces cannot be forced from these border squares and their line would be both short and strong. This line also allows the French to move units along the important railroad which parallels the Meuse. If the Germans haven’t invaded Luxembourg at least one of the French-Luxembourg border squares should be held as long as possible to prevent easy lateral movement along the German line.

In the south there are many combinations of defensive lines possible... just don’t let the Germans get around your flank. The 2-4-3 Divisions: The French 2-4-3 divisions are very useful when used to relieve frontline units needing replacements. They are best used along portions of the line which are under heavy attack and good use of them as relief troops can completely frustrate a German assault, no matter how massive it may be.

The Belgian Army: In the event that the Germans first cross into Belgium and build up east of the Meuse, the Belgian Army should move forward to a line behind the Meuse between Liege and Namur. When the Germans finally cross the Meuse, they will be in a position to slow down the French until the French can form a defensive line.

Allied Counteroffensives: When the Allied Front is about to crack under German assaults what can the French player do? Retreat? Yes, if there is good defensive terrain behind himself and he has the ability to hold this second line. However, in certain places a retreat by the French can open up new victory points to the Germans.

Should he stand firm and pray that his line won’t, indeed, be broken? Possibly, but this could lead to a German breakthrough which no second line could repair.

Should the Allies surrender? Never!!! As General Foch once said, “The will to conquer is the first condition of victory.” (Guns of August, p. 49.)

The only alternative then is to do the most unexpected thing... counterattack! Counterattacks should not, however, be premature. There ought to be some goal in the player’s mind when he attacks. This goal or objective can range through a gamut of reasons such as recapturing key cities or economic squares, re-establishing oneself on good defensive terrain, halting an enemy attack, or eliminating weak enemy forces.

These last two objectives are most likely to have the greatest effect in Belgium or northern France. Here, in the clear open terrain, it may be possible to not only push back a German advance but also, with judicious attacks, to isolate enemy units and destroy them.

There are two critical points to look for as a signal to launch a counterattack. One is to attack when it’s least expected. There is a tendency for the offensive player to suddenly revert to the defensive when faced with an unexpected counterattack. He can be temporarily thrown off balance to the point of thinking defensively for a few turns. A sudden counterattack may thus give the defender a breather. The other point to look for is when many of the German “A” and “R” Corps have only two steps left. A counterattack then, even if it means taking a risk, could put a number of enemy units down to their last step. This will precipitate a German panic and withdrawal, enabling the French to regain ground and hopefully destroy a few enemy units. (The loss of even one “A” Corps hurts!)

For example, if the Germans are pressing the Allies hard on the Antwerp-Brussels-Charleroi-Givet line, an allied counterattack could leave a number of German units with only one step left and cause a German withdrawal. Pressing the attack, the French could hope to trap the Germans with their backs to the Meuse, leaving no opening for retreat. The tables would be turned, indeed!

The British and Belgian units are best used in counterattacks. Since these forces have little or no replacement rates, they are very vulnerable. In counterattacks they should be combined with French units, so that the French forces can take any losses, leaving the Belgian and British units intact. These units are easy victims when left alone to hold a square.

French Artillery is also good to use in counterattacks, as is cavalry. The latter can be used not only for cutting off the retreat of enemy units but also for holding a square from which a successful attack was made, so that the victors can advance without fear of being cut off.

While the gains from counterattacks can be lost again, the German player will fall far behind his timetable and the French will buy time for executing their own strategy.

When you win a game of 1914 you have a sense of accomplishment unequalled in any other game. So go out and accomplish something!

Louis J. Jerkich
418 E. 274th Street
Euclid, Ohio 44132
Decision Analysis for Wargamers

(First of Two Parts)

by Matthew S. Buyenski

For the hard core wargamer whose "minor" is Applied Mathematics, Buyenski has just the thing to turn you on. Here is the first of two parts in a short series on decision analysis; boiled down from notes he took of a quarter-length graduate course and applying it to wargaming. So! Onward into modern optimization mathematics...

Wargames are really a series of interrelated decisions of how to best apply one's resources against the enemy in the uncertain atmosphere of enemy actions and the die. Such resource allocation problems are the domain of the branch of applied mathematics known as decision analysis. In its fullest form, decision analysis draws from advanced probability and utility theories, uses masses of computer time, and is used to solve problems involving hundreds of millions of dollars worth of investment decisions.

We will be concerned here with the basic aspects of the discipline and apply them to wargaming. The mathematics will be kept as simple as possible and we will stress more the basic ideas than wizardly tricks from math books.

The Basic Ideas

Like any discipline, this one is founded on a certain central idea. The primary one here is that decision analysis is nothing more than common sense, set down and codified. It seeks to take the decision process from hunches and unconscious calculations onto a piece of paper where we can apply logic to it. Much of what is in decision analysis actually occurs each time we make a decision, although we do not follow a strictly logical process in the subconscious.

The next basic tenet is that no matter how much you try with statistics, you can not remove the basic uncertainty from a situation. Many people fool themselves in this regard.

Basic tenet No. 3 is that a good outcome does not imply a good decision, nor does a good decision imply a good outcome. Now that sounds as if the practitioners in the field are leaving themselves a ready excuse, but what it really means is an extension of the previous tenet. That is, if you analyze a problem correctly and take account of all the possibilities, and still Fate decrees against us, we are not at fault. Decision analysis can no more remove uncertainty and the probability of bad outcomes any more than anything else; what it will do is guide us to the choice of alternatives which gives us the best chance of success.

Tenet No. 4 is that values can be placed on all the outcomes in terms of a single measure (like dollars, or combat factor). You may balk at that, many do, but with imagination it can be done — a difficult chore and good mental exercise, but solvable. We will need this ability in order to make choices between different outcomes.

Tenet No. 5 is that we believe that the axioms of probability theory and utility theory are valid. You can get some arguments on semiphilosophical grounds here; I will avoid all that by saying that it works in practice very well. No better model has been proposed.

The Tools of the Trade

A decision analysis usually consists of four phases:

1. Deterministic
2. Probabilistic
3. Value of information
4. Decision

The first is outlining and modeling the basic structure of the problem: what are the alternatives, the possible outcomes, the values to us of the outcomes, the sequence of events, and so on. We must make every effort here to simplify the real situation in a model without removing the basic flavor of the problem.

The second phase is where our own experience and knowledge are mixed in; we must estimate to the best of our knowledge how likely each outcome is for each choice of action. This is where we play General Staff for ourselves.

The Information value phase is of small use in most wargames. It might have applicability in advanced, limited-information wargames, but not enough to merit any discussion here. It also requires more mathematics than I wish to go into; those interested will have to consult the reference.

The last phase is the decision itself. Through this process, we will need four tools:

1. Modeling a complex situation
2. Value Assignment
3. Probability estimation
4. Risk averal assessment

Modeling. Our first task is to take a real situation and condense it until only the essentials are left. Things otherwise become bogged down in needless minutiae. For example, if we are considering how many of 100 available units to commit, we do not have to consider all 101 theoretically possible alternatives (0, 1, 2, ... 100). The structure of the problem will normally narrow things down into fewer alternatives. For instance, we might commit everything, none of it, conduct a feint (say 10 units), or try a minor, limited offensive (50). That may exhaust all the viable alternatives without quibbling over whether 49 is a better number than 50. You must do this kind of pruning as much as possible in order to make the problem manageable. However, oversimplification is to be avoided; the essential elements of the problem must not be lost. If they are, the analysis is worthless.

After modeling the alternatives, we must consider outcomes. Each significantly different outcome of a course of action must be listed, including those that are not too likely. The probability estimation will be done later, not now.

Value Assignment. When the outcomes are specified, we must place values on them in terms of a single measurement (like combat factor or victory points). One usual method is to ask yourself how much of your resources you would give up in order to achieve a certain outcome. Another one is to use some intrinsic value of the outcomes if there is such. In games with victory points, this is often a superior method. Let me emphasize that it is not always easy to reduce everything to value terms, but with a little thought on what an objective really gains you, it should be possible.

Probability Estimation. Now we come to the point where our military experience and judgement is called upon. Considering the forces, terrain, length of front, etc, etc, we must make our best estimates as to how likely each outcome is for each alternative. If their probabilities are very small, we may choose to drop some outcomes here. A caveat though, do not go "pruning" too drastically! You must also be as accurate as you can in your assessments, remembering there are no "right" and "wrong" answers here, only differences of opinion. Hopefully, you will come up with realistic estimates of the chances for success and failure; the validity of the whole process rests on it.

Risk Averal Assessment. Unless you are a rare animal known as the expected-value decision-maker, we need to go into personal risk preferences. There is a natural tendency in all of us to magnify the effect of bad outcomes, a trait called risk avereral. It is not necessarily a bad habit; too much will sap initiative, but too little is just as bad as it leads to more frequent disasters.

If someone offered you a choice between being given X dollars or flipping a coin with $100 for heads and $50 for tails, how large would X have to be before you become indifferent between the two? If you answered $50 (the expected value of the coin flip, or lottery) then you have no risk avereral; if X is less than $50, you prefer to avoid risk; if X is greater than $50, you prefer to take risks. The amount of the difference between X and 50 is a measure of how much you avoid or prefer risk.

Such tests of a certain equivalent (X) versus a risk-containing lottery (coin flip and associated payoff) are how one measures his utility curve. The lottery has a different value for each of us, instead of a rock-solid, measurable real value. When we evaluated outcomes earlier, it was in terms of real values: combat factors, victory points, or whatever. Now we have a way of weighing these real values in the face of certain lotteries, and it is the utility.

To codify your risk avereral, you take a series of tests similar to the coin flip above. See Figure 1.
Each of the sideways V's with the dot at the notch represents a lottery, with the numbers at the ends being the rewards, and the numbers on the branches being the probabilities that that particular branch will be selected by Fate. The number to the left of the double-headed arrow is the certain equivalent, the amount which you would take instead of playing the lottery.

Starting out, set the utility of 100 value units (you may use another number, positive, and replace 100 by that number, if you desire) at 1, and the utility of zero value units to zero. That we can do this assured by utility theory. There are now four (or more) lotteries to be done. Start out by asking yourself what X make you indifferent to the zero-one hundred lottery. Plot this value X versus a utility of ½, so as on Figure 2. Now ask what amounts Y is equivalent to a zero-X lottery, and plot that value versus a utility of ¼. Do an X-100 lottery and plot the result, Z, versus a utility of ¼. To interpolate downward, determine what negative value, W, makes a W-100 lottery have a worth of zero to you. Plot W versus a utility of minus 1. These six points should be sufficient to draw a curve, from which you can read off the utility on the vertical scale, of any number of value units on the horizontal scale. See Figure 2.

Further points can be computed by taking any two known points bracketing the desired point, setting up a lottery like yes or no, and plotting the certain equivalent you think the lottery is worth versus a utility value equal to the average of the two utilities of the known points. To extend the range, use a lottery like yes or no, with one known point at the end of the range, and one inside the range. Then ask yourself what value makes you indifferent between a certain equivalent of the end-range point and a lottery of the inside-range point and the unknown point. The utility U of the new point is equal to:

\[ U = 2(U_{ep} - \frac{1}{4}U_{ip}) \]

where \( U_{ep} \) is the utility of the end-range point, and \( U_{ip} \) is the utility of the inside-range point.

Let it be noted that utility preferences (the curve in Fig. 2) can change with time. This one represents a "normal situation" curve. If you're desperate, they can change your preferences. That's human nature. The most common curve shape is bulging slightly upward, which indicates some risk aversion. If it sags in the middle, you fill inside straight. If it is a straight line, you are an expected-value decision-maker, totally indifferent to risk.

All of our tools being in hand now, we would normally proceed to the information value phase of decision analysis. But since this is marginally useful to wargamers, we'll skip it and proceed to the final phase, the decision.

The alternatives and outcomes can be represented as a tree like Figure 3, where:

1. The box represents a decision point, and branches are alternatives.
2. The dots represent lotteries, and the numbers on the branches represent probabilities from the probability estimation phase. The numbers at the tips of the tree are the values of the outcomes in our measurement of combat factors or whatever.
3. The Roman numerals represent a numbering of alternatives = bookkeeping.

First, we convert all the lotteries into utilities by looking up the utility of each value and replacing the value by the corresponding utility. Then reduce each lottery we can, those with no further dots or boxes beyond, to single numbers by summing the products of the utility at the end of a branch times the probability on the branch. The numbers so obtained are placed where the dots were, as Figure 4, stage I. We then work backwards through the tree. At each box point, when each alternative has a number at the end of it, choose the branch with the highest number; this represents the choice that gives us the best overall chance. See Figure 4, stage I and the second box point. This decision is made and the tree reduced to stage II. When a tree reaches stage II, and we pick the highest utility branch, all decisions are made and we are done.
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In the final installment, Part II, Author Buynoski renders an example of application of the above to a hypothetical battlefield situation. Space limitations preclude us from printing it in this issue - make sure you keep this issue handy for use with the Part II installment...
LUFTWAFFE is nearly indispensable for anyone who wants to understand the air war over Germany, design an air war game, or simply have a good time fighting the world's most complex air campaign over again. It's quite playable and both sides result, if handled intelligently. Among them, Zocchi, Avalon Hill, and Vercammen have designed a winner. In particular, Zocchi has brought the enormous mass of bookkeeping into some kind of control, although, like Battle of Britain, the game is better played with several persons per side; this is going to be inevitable when you get that many units on a board, each with different characteristics.

The game isn't perfect, of course; but the critiques I offer below should be read, keeping in mind the paragraph above. I like LUFTWAFFE and heartily recommend it to air war buffs.

The problem with the game is that it really doesn't allow any experiments with air war strategies. The players, particularly the Allied player, is stuck with the misconceptions of the time. This may produce historical realism, Avalon Hill's forte, but it's frustrating to have game after game build strategic mistakes into its rule structure. This is particularly true of games in which air warfare is either the principal or an important factor.

The greatest myth of World War II is that "strategic bombing" was effective. It wasn't. Neither the German attacks on Britain nor the U.S. attacks on German industry had much of an effect on the outcome of the war; in fact, it can be argued that air attacks often increased war production, and they certainly had an effect on German morale. Gobblers (figured that U.S. attacks on civilian populations were worth several Panzer divisions.

After Hamburg was ruthlessly destroyed, many workers who had formerly been in non-essential industries went to work in war plants; munitions and war material production in the area increased as a direct result of the raid. Furthermore, according to the Strategic Bombing Survey made by USAAF (United States Army Air Force) after the war, bombing of factories had nothing like the effect the AAF generals thought it had; buildings were knocked down, but the tools remained largely undamaged, while German recovery capabilities were much greater than we imagined. It is strange to recall the experiences of the English didn't tip us off; but we suffered from believing our own propaganda about German morale and the "ineffectiveness" of National Socialism.

As Zocchi's tables and the Strategic Bombing Survey show, German war production increased steadily from 1939 through 1944; so did ammunition, weapons, armor, artillery, and naval construction. Our "strategic bombing" was a costly failure, as well as a moral outrage to our own Christian heritage. With atomic bombs it may be possible, although morally outrageous to win wars by killing helpless civilians -- atomic weapons can do it efficiently and in large numbers -- but with WWII technology it just wasn't possible.

Finally, in 1944, the operations research people forced the USAAF and RAF Bomber Command to concentrate on worthwhile targets: transportation and oil. The effect was dramatic. Coal delivery to factories in Bavaria fell by 50% before November. The interdicted Ruhr fields supplied coal in larger and larger masses, while what coal that got out was subject to confiscation by the railroad to supply locomotive requirements.

The same was true of oil and gas; in June, 1944, oil became a high priority target, and before September aviation petrol had fallen from 175,000 tons/month to 5,000, while oil refinery output went from 316,000 tons/month in May to 17,000 in September.

The interdiction of transport and oil nearly crippled the Reich. All the countless tons of bombs rained down on civilians in cities had little effect. Yet, LUFTWAFFE makes victory contingent on blasting cities "with aircraft factories" or "destroying" such cities by hitting them with a single raid. The optional rules make more sense. Of course, in the real world the Allies stubbornly held to city bombing as a winning tactic until quite late in the day. Faulty intelligence coupled with over-enthusiastic reports of damage done to the enemy made the generals all too willing to listen to politicians who carried public favor with their accounts of "paying the Huns back in kind." The American people, after all, believe war to be so evil that anyone who forces us into it must be some sort of monster, not fit to live on the same earth with us; what did we care about German civilians. The fact that our President had deliberately maneuvered us into a war he was elected to keep us out of ("Again and again I say that not one American boy is going to die on foreign soil") wasn't generally known; at least, not then.

The worst of the tragedy was that about 35% of the U.S. war effort, and 60% of the British, was devoted to aircraft production, most of which was wasted in "strategic bombing." Had the wasted effort gone into ground armies, ships, and battlefield aircraft the war might well have ended at least a year sooner. In any event Europe would not have been reduced to post-war beggary.

Thus, Zocchi's game certainly reflects "realities" as seen by the strategists of the time. We thought we were winning by bombing cities, even if, as it turns out, we should have been better off to have left the aircraft at home, closed the factories, and turned the productive forces to something else.

The next fault of the game is in the bombing of bases. Again, I don't see quite what could have been done about it. If we break up the bomber counters into smaller units, we couldn't play the game; if we don't, attacks on bases make no sense because there simply aren't enough bombers to take out the bases in a wide area. Yet, the destruction of enemy air bases is not only allowable under the laws of war (as we accepted them prior to throwing them out for "strategic" bombing) but of great military value. The "roll-up" attack, in which the first waves go in to blast near bases, next wave deeper bases, etc. until deep penetration has been achieved is an extremely valuable kind of attack, while systematic destruction of all of an enemy's air bases together with his means of supplying them, can achieve air supremacy. It's true that Europe of the time probably had too many bases for this to have succeeded: we don't know, since although the strategy was advocated by certain air generals it was not generally adopted. It is unlikely the Germans definitely knew that the Luftwaffe continued this strategy in the Battle of Britain instead of abandoning it for the relatively useless city raids and "strategic" attacks on factories, England would have been knocked out of the war.

The Zocchi rules presently allow a base to be knocked out for the rest of the quarter if bombed; that's probably not enough, given that we can have only one raid per quarter. I'm not arguing that cratered runways can't be repaired in that time, but that if you are attempting this kind of air war you'll run the raids more frequently.

Air supremacy is defined as "being able to fly where you will, while the enemy is unable to fly at all." To get it, you have to kill his air force; and you can't do that in the air, at least not very profitably. You have to get it on the ground, either by destroying aircraft on bases, knocking out the bases, or denying him the fuel and other essentials required to operate his planes. Once you've done that, as the Israelis did to the Egyptians in the Six Day War, the rest is easy.

In other words, my critique of LUFTWAFFE is concerned with the victory criteria and those rules which build the historical mistakes of WWII into the games; I wouldn't like for our future air strategists who may be playing LUFTWAFFE to make the same mistakes again. As for the rest of the game, it's excellent. I'm truly amazed at the work that has gone into the air combat rules, the board, target lists, aircraft capability simulations, and the rest of it. The quality of the game equipment is also high, although I personally wish that economics didn't dictate that AIH use the "bookcase" format; the order of battle charts have to be folded, there are more folds in the boards, and it's just harder to get everything back in the box without mixing it all up. And, to top it off, just before AIH went to matchbox I went to the trouble of designing a whole shelf system to hold the older sized boxes!

For the real air war nuts, when you buy LUFTWAFFE get an extra set of counters and some cardboard to mark off into turn counters; that way you can keep track of the number of turns each unit has left in the air and not have to employ the artificial rules which LUFTWAFFE includes in order to make the game playable. The "turns to fly" problem gets particularly sticky when the German player is staging his aircraft to intercept a major raid, and a heavy cardboard (I made mine of plywood, but then I'm a REAL air war nut!) status board along with an extra set of game pieces makes it all a lot easier.
Infiltrators Report

Welcome to the first annual traditional Xmas gift giving recommendations on wargaming literature.

It is quite possible that many of you have been unable to think of anything to give your gift. To that extent, we present to you this year's Xmas gift giving recommendations

From wargame fanatics to more casual players, our gift guide is sure to meet their needs. Whether you're looking for a specific wargame or a general guide, we have you covered.

In addition to wargames, we also cover a variety of other gaming options, including board games and card games. So, whether you're a seasoned gamer or just starting out, our gift guide is sure to have something for you.

We hope you find these recommendations helpful and we wish you happy holidays!
last issue according to the reader poll. In fact it
outpulled the second place winner, 1st Lt. Shelby
Stanton’s “Airborne Panzerdivision” by a 2 to 1
margin. Next in line were Louis Jenkins’ “French
Strategy – 1914,” Tom Smiley’s “Battleground
whereas Mini-Game No. 4,” and Dennis Milbert’s
“Luftwaffe – A Battle of Wits.”

Collection of memorabilia might very well flit if
they ever took a trip to Robersen’s World War II
Collector’s Shop. It is a museum of sorts on the
main route to Rehoboth Beach, Delaware. Roberson’s
museum is a huge raised mission implanted on his
front yard. It’s free, and he has a large enough
amount of guns, photos, uniforms, you name it he’s got it to make such a trip worthwhile even if you can’t stand beach traffic. At
least next for his Fries: P.D. No. 1, Box 126,
Arigo Corner, Del. No. 14, South of Millford, Del.

PRIZE LIST in Spartan’s S600 tourney
includes participants all the way down to 23rd
class. Registration deadline for this PBM tourney
is November 30, 1971. Open to members and
non-members of SICL. Fees are $50 – $5.50 to
members, $10.00 to non-members. Write SICL,
Russell Powell, 5820 John Avenue, Long Beach, Cat...
A Panacea for Blitzkrieg?

by Steve Ambler

The problem which has been plaguing designers and players of AH type games from time immemorial has been the creation of an accurate and playable system for armoured warfare on the division and corps level. Minor hang-ups attendant to this problem include enabling a player to exploit a breakthrough or pursue his retreating enemy, trying to create a proper role for armour in this type of exploitation and pursuit, and finding a suitable solution to automatic victory, to name only a very few. The trend at present in game design is towards seeking solutions to problems such as these by concentrating on their main aspects and finding unique concepts to deal with them.

And as far as new concepts in relation to simulation of armoured conflict go, there have been many. The one that is very much in vogue at the moment involves a double movement impulse for mechanised units which allows them an additional full movement phase after combat takes place. This system is present in such Strategy & Tactics/Simulations Publications games as Barbarossa, Battle of Moscow, and Strategy I, and will be found in France 1940, a future AH game; it allows exploitation of a hole in the defender's lines and forces employment of reserves and defense in depth to prevent these possibilities. Variations on the automatic victory theme have been presented in the General (see vol. 6 nos. 3&4), as has been the introduction of pursuit into Afrika Korps (see "Simulating the Art of War" by Professor Pournelle in March-April '71), and the possibility of second combat in Stalingrad (see the article by Daniel Kromeyer in July-August '71).

All these concepts have some degree of validity in dealing with their problems, and indeed any new twist is now considered valid in game design if the result is a game that presents players with the major puzzles that forced the original commanders and offers the same techniques as were available to the original commanders in trying to evolve their own particular ideas as to the resolution of these problems in a particular situation or simulation. In other words, the goal is now the recreation of the proper "feel" of a particular situation. I feel that this step is a major advance from the early brand of AH games in which neither the fall nor the details (which regiment was where) of a particular situation were adequately simulated, and the techniques of games such as 1914 and Anzio, in which a mass of detail failed to make up for a fundamental lack of the recreation of the salient problems of the particular campaign.

Below is offered my own personal solution to the problem of mechanized warfare. It is, I feel, superior to many other versions I have seen. I have tried to simulate all or most of the major aspects of this type of warfare that I have mentioned, and have probably done some aspects better than others. And, I have applied my ideas to (what else?) Blitzkrieg. I hope those of you who are sick of all Blitzkrieg variants will bear with me; I feel my solutions have applications for simulations in general, and after all, Blitzkrieg is the perfect game to use as a medium for exploring new possibilities.

**Multi-Movement Multi-Combat System**

1. Armoured units now have a m.f. of 10/ artillery 6, and all forms of infantry 5.
2. Units must expend an extra m.f. to enter or leave the z.o.c. of an enemy unit, and an additional m.f. to engage a unit in combat; a unit may not move into an enemy z.o.c. unless it also has the extra m.f. required to attack that unit. Units starting movement in an enemy z.o.c. may move directly into another z.o.c. by paying both leaving and entry costs.
3. When more than one attacking unit participates in an attack against enemy forces, each unit is considered to have spent as many m.f.'s in "getting there" as the slowest unit to arrive. This is for purposes of movement after combat as described below.
4. Any units which are not participating in combat are now flipped upside down and may participate in no further action of any kind during the turn.
5. Attacks are now resolved as normal, except that if a retreat is called for, the loser retreats ½ of the c.f.'s involved and the winner ½ (loser retreats the odd c.f.). The winner retreats his ½ first. Also, ignore all advances for the attacker.
6. After all attacks are resolved, the attacker flips over all units that have expended their total movement allowances. They may find themselves in enemy z.o.c.'s, but they are not required to attack again; ignore these units for all purposes except stacking.
7. Any units which remain right side up may move and attack again, using the same process. Units which start their new movement phase in enemy z.o.c.'s of have at least 1 m.f. remaining must attack again or move out of all enemy z.o.c.'s.
8. This process may be repeated indefinitely as long as m.f.'s last, at the end of the turn flip all units upright once again.
9. There is no automatic victory as such, but units which attack at odds of 7-1 or greater do not have to expend the extra m.f. required to attack the unit.
10. Using this movement/combat system, all parachute drops, sea movement, air transport, invasions, etc., must take place in the first movement phase.
11. An exception to 10, above is that all forms of air activity may take place during any of the movement phases. However, all units may still only fly one mission per turn; after returning to base they are flipped upside down. This applies to defending fighters as well.
12. Using this system, a unit must expend an extra m.f. to move next to a minor country city and an extra m.f. to attack. However, these "z's o.c." around cities are only "semi-active" and a unit is not obligated to attack the city if it is next to it, and may even continue to move around the city by expending the extra m.f. for each square next to the city that it enters.
13. Land units may now stack no more than 5 divisions high. For these purposes consider all brigades with a c.f. of 1 plus all ranger battalions as ½ division, and all brigades with a c.f. of 2 as ½ division. Stacking rules remain the same for aircraft units.

Comments, Or-Why The Rules Is As They Am

1. The figures may be high or low, but they were adopted to give armoured units the probable chance of engaging in 3 attacks per turn, artillery the possibility of 2 per turn, and infantry the likelihood of only 1 attack a turn, unless the attacks are a result of the kind of attritional warfare involved in rolling a series of exchanges on the CRT, in which case infantry could conceivably attack as many as 5 times per turn.
2. Again, no great long technical explanations. Someone with the data readily available may want to correct.
3. Purists will argue that the fraction of the turn required by the slowest unit to get there should be considered, and all I can ask is that you assume that the infantry units in the game can be driven into making long marches at night to get to the battle in time.
4. This prevents the absurdities pointed out in the automatic victory rulings of AH from showing up here. A unit cannot now exploit a breakthrough that has not even occurred yet.
5. The engine that is retreating is not always retreating in perfect order, and will have some opportunity to apply pressure to enemy units as he pursues them and "herd" them to where he wants them to go. This rule also applies added pressure on the defender in that he must retreat what units he can with great care so as to prepare for his enemy's exploitation of victory. One also has to position reserves behind a line to prevent the victor from having the possibility of 2 per turn, and infantry the likelihood of only 1 attack a turn, unless the attacks are a result of the kind of attritional warfare involved in rolling a series of exchanges on the CRT, in which case infantry could conceivably attack as many as 5 times per turn.

10. This adds increased variable and interest in the area of employment of air strength in a blitzkrieg warfare situation. Both players have to budget their use of air power very carefully.
11. This is an attempt to retain the first turn balance of Blitzkrieg because of the increased movement factors now involved. Otherwise, a player could practically capture his opponent's capital on the first turn by land.
12. The ability to create a more potent armoured striking force is now present.

Conclusion

There you have it, and I hope I have impressed a few of you and not totally turned off anybody, because I think the system is a good one. The job is a little patchwork as is the case, mostly because of the difficulties of transposing one's own ideas and movement factors onto someone else's unit counters, mapboard, and terrain features. I only hope that some brilliant designer with far more resources, knowledge, and experience than are available to me will use the system as an integral and cohesive part of some new game that will come close to being an accurate and playable simulation of a conflict between mechanised armies. Forward in the great search for the Perfect Wargame, fellow gamers!!

Steve Ambler

611 75th Ave., S.W.

Calgary 9, Alberta, Canada
OPPONENTS WANTED

Average player, adult age desiring FTF and/or PBM opponents for: A.K., Battle of the Bulge, B-krieg, Kriegspiel, Blitkrieg, D-Day, W-loo, Kriegspiel, P-blitz, Midway, Bismarck, TSG, 1941,氖grad, Bismarck, Battle of the Bulge, 1914, A.K., Battle of Jutland.


